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About TRY & SEE

TRY & SEE is a E-distributor based in France since 2017, working
with a large network of partners through the world as you can see
on this map.
Our purpose is to commercialize our partners products online.
We work with a large panel of websites & contacts in the business.

We work with almost all the market places but we are specialized
on privates sales In France and Export, see
that is our best partner. we also can work with drop-shipping (own
website+partner’s websites) & Great distribution.

TRY & SEE propose several ranges of products from clothing to 
kitchen appliance, we can work with every brands that have a 
potential to success on the web. We are engaged to satisfy our
partners, to understand and answer efficiently to the trends and 
needs on the market. 

► Our qualified and dynamic teams are continually looking for the best Offers
& Clients for your brands and analysing the markets, trends & innovations.
► Notice that Vente-privee.com have 3 Milliards turnover and work with
more than 2500 of the more prestigious brands through the world.

http://www.vente-privee.com/


Private sales

Privates market like Brandalley, Showroom and Vente-privee are different than open markets like Amazon or 
cdiscount. To negociate with them you need to know the Buyers and Managers. They also have expectations in 
term of  value, quantity, prices, branding, quality, innovation. A lot of  people visit their websites to get the lastest
trends of  the market. Private market is a new way of  working with internet that is like a wholesaler online, they
are the best B2C platforms over the world and can sell thousands of  products in a week.

This is what we do and we have great mastery & network, we can negociate, communicate and build the best 
offer for you quickly and meet both their expectations and yours.

With this kind of market we can use 2 models..

 Flash offer : one day, one product
(that could be easier to enter and to get a good branding)

 One week operation that can be repeated operations
(Give your rotation a better rate & generate a Big turnover up to 7k+
products sold with only one client  among the best in our network)

✓N.B : We can work in 10days between the communication of yours information
& the retailing step of delivery from the warehouse of the online retailer.



The Process :

Working together on an offer, we would only need the information about your available products
(by Excel format we would give you, if possible with website ID) including your bulk/retail prices, pictures OR videos. 

We only add 5* to 15% before to propose It to our network (depending of the service we provide you like logistic management), so
you have nothing to pay to us or the website. We do the balance of payment and insure the business with affacturage organizations. 
► (Our final clients online add a margin at the retail level so you have nothing to pay)

With only information and pictures & videos we can build offers, combine brands and negociate with our clients the distribution, 
every day we can inform you about the amount of sellings, after the period of sales, you have only one warehouse to deliver, the 
products are managed by our partners to the final customer.

After the sales you receive 80% of the amount of sellings in 24 to 72h after the delivery to the client and we keep 20% for the after
sale service (managed by the website of the client) you get it 30 to 45 days after.

Why to work with Us? We know the buyers and all responsibles to enter their club, we manage all 
communication, negociation and organization and we put a lot of brands together to build the greatest
offers to get the greatest negociation power and to get the best prices.

► Benefit from our complete Pack of services :
%5* From a basic service that is one provider and one client (several countries) directly working from your warehouse and 
stocks) to 15% for each optionals services (x% x clients| x% if logistic cost | x% for using our warehouse | x% for guaranty)



The Process :

I. PRIVATES SALES
( 1week operations )

 We give you directly 25% of the expected sales to lock your stock when the offer is accepted by the 
client as guarantee and working capital participation.

 Manage the launching on several websites at the same time and in different channels depending of if we
have both access to a server to have a fast communication and product datas with bots 
(Pictures+details), if we work by email, if you have a lot of stocks (time for an efficient offer can only take
9-10 days since update to after sales delivery to the retailer warehouse)

II. MASS RETAIL ONLINE
(Hugest buyers)

III. MARKET PLACES
( Continuous sales )

A:Work from our warehouses OR B:Work from yours (Drop-shipping)

We can manage logistic and work with 2 models:

3 channels

➢ VENTE-PRIVEE.com (3mds turnover)

➢ ZALANDO (3mds Turnover)

➢ BRANDALLEY
➢ SHOWROOMPRIVEE.com  
➢ SEPHORA
➢ PIX MANA
➢ SARENZA

➢ (more)
➢ Can make in one week up to millions 

turnover combinated with huge stocks, lot 
brands and powerfull brands.

➢ FNAC
➢ ACCOR
➢ AUCHAN
➢ BOULANGER
➢ CARREFOUR
➢ DARTY
➢ RUE DU COMMERCE

➢ (more)
➢ Need strong prices over quantity or a real 

innovation on the market.

➢ AMAZON
➢ CDISCOUNT
➢ PRICE MINISTER
➢ GROUPON
➢ ZALANDO
➢ ALIEXPRESS
➢ VINTED

➢ (more)
➢ Need only a team dedicated to the 

management of the products on the 
websites (partners or WHY NOT)
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To sum up, work with TRY & SEE and …

✓ Find a quality distributor at no cost that opens you the private market

✓ Boost your brand with the most famous market platforms around the world

✓ A complete service that only require you to send Excel format Infos & Pictures Or videos to 
begin, then managed from A to Z by our experienced team until you have the result of sales 
and can ship the products to the retailing platform.

✓ Benefit from our dynamic communication, adaptation and negociation skills to manage the 
operations with the buyers of the private market & our wide network.

.
✓ Build a strong partnership that would evolve over a long scale and develop the best services

Services :

Each website have Its own process, so we have several ways to work, bulk offers by drop shipping or private
markets; destock or continual sellings, your/our warehouse & logistic, great distribution online & in shops…

Do not hesitate to contact us to discuss further about the different possibilities we can try together.



The company exists since 2017, creating a huge e-commerce network, now work with more than 100 brands and 

& are constantly developing our distribution ways and networks. The company is quickly increasing month after 

month. (Global project for 2018* )

▪ Kitchen appliances & household electrical
▪ Electronic & High Tech
▪ Toys, fashion, beauty and decoration accessories
▪ Notice that we are have various ranges with products 

which could have a potential with internet by their 
innovation or quality.

Our product ranges

*Global project : Quick Bots, simultaneous operations, 
creation of several websites to build a strong Web online 
to promote the products, and quickly adding new young
talents in our club.

Some of our collaborators…



Follow us
Interested? Join the club!
Send us an Excel sheet OR your website ID with your product’s By Catagories* with Details & 
Pictures concerning your available Stocks & Best Prices for sales and Join the Club!
(Categories* : Kitchen / Electronic / Toys & Sport / Beauty & Cosmetics / Fashion & Decoration / Kids)

We stay at disposal to discuss farther about a partnership;
We wish we will find out some interesting opportunities!

Looking for reading you, have a great day!
All  TRY & SEE trading team

CONTACT :

David Guerreir

CEO of the company +33 (0)6 41 30 47 59

Thank you for your 
interest & see you soon !

mailto:office.tryandsee@gmail.com

